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ABSTRACT

Bilateral cochlear implantation seeks to restore the
advantages of binaural hearing to the profoundly
deaf by providing binaural cues normally important
for accurate sound localization and speech reception
in noise. Psychophysical observations suggest that a
key issue for the implementation of a successful
binaural prosthesis is the ability to match the
cochlear positions of stimulation channels in each
ear. We used a cat model of bilateral cochlear
implants with eight-electrode arrays implanted in
each cochlea to develop and test a noninvasive
method based on evoked potentials for matching
interaural electrodes. The arrays allowed the cochlear
location of stimulation to be independently varied in
each ear. The binaural interaction component (BIC)
of the electrically evoked auditory brainstem re-
sponse (EABR) was used as an assay of binaural
processing. BIC amplitude peaked for interaural
electrode pairs at the same relative cochlear position
and dropped with increasing cochlear separation in
either direction. To test the hypothesis that BIC
amplitude peaks when electrodes from the two sides
activate maximally overlapping neural populations,
we measured multiunit neural activity along the
tonotopic gradient of the inferior colliculus (IC)

with 16-channel recording probes and determined
the spatial pattern of IC activation for each stimulat-
ing electrode. We found that the interaural electrode
pairings that produced the best aligned IC activation
patterns were also those that yielded maximum BIC
amplitude. These results suggest that EABR measure-
ments may provide a method for assigning frequency–
channel mappings in bilateral implant recipients,
such as pediatric patients, for which psychophysical
measures of pitch ranking or binaural fusion are
unavailable.

Keywords: binaural hearing, electric stimulation,
neural prosthesis, cochlear implant, inferior colliculus

INTRODUCTION

Cochlear prostheses are increasingly being implanted
in both ears in the hope of improving hearing
through the implants by taking advantage of binaural
cues important in normal hearing individuals for
sound localization and speech reception in noise
(Durlach and Colburn 1978; Zurek 1993; Blauert
1997). Beyond traditional binaural advantages based
on binaural difference cues, which require the
comparison of timing and intensity information
across the ears, and the head shadow effect, which
reflects the ability to attend to the ear with the most
favorable target-to-masker ratio, some bilateral co-
chlear implant users have better speech reception
with the addition of redundant or complementary
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speech information across the ears (Schon et al.
2002; Long et al. 2004; Litovsky et al. 2006). This
effect, often referred to as binaural summation,
further highlights the ability of the auditory system
to neurally combine information across the ears.

A hallmark of the auditory system is the tonotopic
organization that is established in the cochlea and
maintained through its ascending pathways to the
primary auditory cortex. This organization is also
maintained in the early connections between audito-
ry neurons from the two sides of the head. In the
medial superior olive (Guinan et al. 1972; Yin and
Chan 1990), the lateral superior olive (Boudreau and
Tsuchitani 1968), and the inferior colliculus (IC)
(Kuwada et al. 1984; Qiu et al. 2003), binaural
neurons have very similar characteristic frequencies
(CFs) for monaural stimulation of the two ears.
Bilateral cochlear implants must correctly assign
frequency channels along the electrode arrays in
each ear such that bilateral information is properly
aligned once it converges on the binaural neurons of
the auditory CNS. Such an alignment may be
important for both binaural hearing and the fusion
of speech information across ears.

Potential benefits of having closely matched fre-
quency–place assignments across the ears include
improved speech reception and better sound locali-
zation. It has been shown that shifting or warping of
the natural frequency–place map is detrimental to
speech reception with both unilateral cochlear
implants (Baskent and Shannon 2004) and simula-
tions of cochlear implants in normal-hearing subjects
(Dorman et al. 1997; Shannon et al. 1998; Baskent
and Shannon 2003). While subjects can often adapt
to shifts in the frequency–place map over time
(Rosen et al. 1999), simulations of bilateral implants
in normal-hearing subjects (Siciliano et al. 2006)
suggest that an offset between frequency–place maps
in the two ears is not only detrimental to speech
reception but also difficult to adapt to. Behavioral
results in a bilaterally implanted human subject
suggest that sensitivity to interaural time differences
(ITDs) is best for interaural electrode pairs that
excite the same tonotopic region of the auditory
nerve (Long et al. 2003). Similarly, acoustic sensitivity
to ITD in the envelope of high-frequency, sinusoidal-
ly amplitude-modulated tones is also best when the
carrier frequencies, and therefore the cochlear
locations of stimulation, are the same in the two ears
(Nuetzel and Hafter 1981). In normal-hearing listen-
ers, binaural improvements for speech reception in
noise depend partly on differences in ITD between
the target and the masker (Zurek 1993). It is likely
that these improvements also require a frequency-
aligned convergence of information between the two
ears.

One of the first studies of a bilaterally implanted
patient (Pelizzone et al. 1990) showed binaural inter-
actions in the brainstem-evoked response with bin-
aural electric stimulation of the cochlea. Pelizzone
and colleagues hypothesized that the binaural inter-
action component (BIC) of the electrically evoked
auditory brainstem response (EABR) should be
greatest when the two implants stimulate auditory
nerve fibers innervating comparable regions in the
two cochleae. They proposed that this could provide
a way to symmetrically position cochlear implants in
each ear. This paper develops and investigates this
idea by measuring evoked potentials with stimulation
through different electrode pairs in bilaterally im-
planted cats and testing whether BIC amplitude is
greatest for matched interaural electrode pairs. This
noninvasive method could in principle work in
humans, so it has potential clinical usefulness. We
also used an invasive measure of neural activity along
the tonotopic axis of the IC to more directly identify
the neural populations excited by each individual
stimulus electrode and make interaural electrode
assignments based on the alignment of the activated
populations. This direct method is used to test the
results of the noninvasive evoked potential method.

METHODS

Subjects and deafening

All surgical and experimental procedures followed
the regulations set by NIH and were approved by the
internal animal care and use committees of both the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. Healthy adult cats
of either sex were deafened by coadministration of
kanamycin (300 mg/kg subcutaneous) and etha-
crynic acid (25 mg/kg intravenous) 7–14 days before
cochlear implantation and electrophysiological
recordings (Xu et al. 1993).

Surgery

On the day of the experiment, after induction of
anesthesia by Dial in urethane (75 mg/kg), a tracheal
canula was inserted; skin and muscles overlying the
back and top of the skull were reflected. Ear canals
were transected for insertion of a calibrated closed
acoustic system. Tympanic bullae were opened to allow
access to the round window for insertion of intra-
cochlear electrodes. Part of the skull overlying the
occipital cortex was removed to allow for partial
aspiration of cortical tissue and access to the bony
tentorium and IC. Part of the tentorium overlying the
IC was drilled for better access to the dorsolateral
surface of the IC. Throughout all procedures, animals
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were given supplementary doses of anesthesia to main-
tain an areflexic state, and vital signs were monitored.

Cochlear implantation and electrode
configurations

Stimulating electrode arrays were surgically implanted
into each cochlea through the exposed round win-
dow. The arrays (Cochlear Corp.) had eight ring-type
contacts with 0.45 mm diameter and 0.75 mm spacing
between contacts. The contacts were numbered 1–
8 from apical to basal. Particular care was taken to
achieve the same insertion depth on both sides as
observed by an operating microscope. The depth of
insertion was 5–6 mm depending on the animal, and
the most basal contact (#8) was typically just at the
round window. Absorbent cotton spears were placed
lateral to each electrode array and used to push the
array against the modiolus.

Several intracochlear electrode configurations
were used, including monopolar (MP), bipolar
(BP), and bipolar plus one (BP+1) configurations.
This choice of configurations reflects those that are
used in clinical devices. For all configurations,
current was passed between an active electrode and
a return electrode. The active electrode was always
one of the electrodes on the implanted array, and the
only difference between electrode configurations is
the location of the return electrode. For monopolar
configuration, the return electrode was a needle
inserted in the neck muscle. For bipolar configura-
tion, the return electrode was always the intraco-
chlear electrode just one contact basal of the active
electrode. Bipolar plus one is similar to the bipolar
configuration except that the return electrode is two
contacts basal of the active electrode. Although there
was always a pair of electrodes for each configuration
in each ear, only the position of the active electrode
(the most apical of the pair) is reported because the
location of the return electrode is given by the
configuration type. For example, when intracochlear
electrodes #2 and #3 are used as the active and return
electrodes, respectively, this is simply referred to as
bipolar stimulation at electrode #2 (BP 2).

Effectiveness of the deafening protocol was
assessed by measuring auditory brainstem response
(ABR) to acoustic clicks in each ear. Calibrated
acoustic assemblies comprising an electrodynamic
speaker and a probe-tube microphone were inserted
into the cut ends of each ear canal to form a closed
system. Condensation clicks (100 ms) were delivered
via these acoustic systems, and ABR thresholds were
measured in both ears. ABR was measured between
vertex and ear bar using a small screw inserted into the
skull. In all experiments, no ABR response was seen up
to the highest intensity tested (110 dB SPL peak).

Stimulus generation and delivery

All stimuli were generated by a pair of 16-bit digital-to-
analog converters (D/A) at a sampling rate of 100 kHz.
Stimulus levels were set by custom-built attenuators
having a resolution of 0.1 dB. Attenuated outputs of
the D/A converters were delivered to the intracochlear
electrodes via a pair of custom-built, high-bandwidth
(40 kHz), optically isolated, constant-current sources.
All electric stimuli were made up of 100 ms biphasic
current pulses (cathodic–anodic, 50 ms/phase).

EABR measurements

The EABR was measured by recording the voltage
between a screw placed at the vertex of the skull and
the ear bars of the stereotaxic device and averaging
the responses to 500 stimulus presentations. The
stimulus was a biphasic pulse (50 ms/phase, 21/s
repetition rate) with alternating polarity on each
stimulus presentation. The alternating polarity allows
for the stimulus artifact, which reverses in polarity
with the stimulus, to be mostly averaged out from the
neural response, which does not reverse polarity with
the stimulus. Evoked potentials were amplified
(60 dB) and band-pass-filtered (cutoff frequencies
of 100 Hz and 10 kHz). The resulting signal was
digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz, and the
average waveform (500 responses) was saved to disk.
In postprocessing, EABR waveforms were digitally
filtered twice (once forward and once reversed) with
a 31st-order FIR band-pass filter (300–3,000 Hz
cutoffs) so that no net delay was added to the signal.
The amplitude of Wave 4 was determined for binaural
and monaural EABR waveforms by measuring the
voltage between the preceding trough and peak of
Wave 4 (as indicated by triangles in Fig. 1A–C). Wave-4
amplitude was measured as a function of pulse
current for each intracochlear stimulating electrode
in bipolar and monopolar configurations and here-
after will be referred to as EABR amplitude. We also
calculated the BIC of the EABR by subtracting the
sum of the monaural EABR responses from the
binaural EABR response (Fig. 1). Note that this
definition results in a BIC waveform with the
opposite polarity from that used by Melcher (1996)
in normal-hearing cats. The BIC consists of a single
biphasic wave, and its amplitude was measured
between the preceding trough and the peak as shown
in Figure 1D.

Inferior colliculus recordings

Neural activity was recorded simultaneously at multi-
ple locations in the IC using 16-channel silicon
probes (NeuroNexus Technologies, 100 or 150 mm
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linear spacing, 177 mm2 site area). The recording
probe was advanced along the tonotopic axis of the
IC from dorsolateral to ventromedial, which was (the
probe) in the coronal plane tilted 45- off the sagittal
plane so as to record activity from neurons covering a
highly reproducible wide range of CFs (Merzenich
and Reid 1974; Snyder et al. 1990). Neural responses
to a single biphasic current pulse (50 ms/phase) were
recorded simultaneously from all 16 channels, and
the raw waveforms of the signals at each probe site
were saved to disk using a sampling rate of 20 kHz.

Isolation of neural activity at each site across the 16-
site recording probe varied depending on the position
of the array in the IC. While most sites exhibited fairly
uniform local field potentials and multiunit re-
sponses, it was not uncommon for two to four sites to
show well-isolated single units. To obtain a more
uniform neural response quality across sites, re-
sponses to 10 stimulus presentations were averaged
for each site, thereby deemphasizing the larger
voltage excursions reflecting single-unit activity. The
average response was then low-pass-filtered at 3 kHz,
and the RMS amplitude was calculated over a 10-ms
window, beginning 2.5 ms after the stimulus (Fig. 2A).
Figure 2A shows filtered average response waveforms
for an example recording at one site as a function of
stimulus intensity. This neural activity is a combina-
tion of multiunit activity (9300 Hz) and local field
potentials (G300 Hz). The corresponding RMS
amplitudes, as calculated from the response wave-
forms, show monotonic growth with increasing
intensity (Fig. 2B).

Neural activation patterns along the tonotopic axis
of IC were assessed by plotting neural response for a
constant-intensity stimulus as a function of depth of
each probe contact along the IC (i.e., probe site). In
an effort to improve upon the 100- to 150-mm
resolution of the recorded IC neural activation
patterns, the precise location of the response peak
was estimated by the following procedure: 1) spatial
profiles were smoothed by convolution with a three-
point triangular kernel, 2) the smoothed curves were
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then interpolated with a cubic spline, and 3) the
maximum of each interpolated curve was picked as
the response peak. The alignment of neural activa-
tion patterns elicited by different intracochlear
electrodes was compared by measuring the physical
distance between estimated response peaks from
their respective spatial profile.

RESULTS

Results are based on EABR recordings in seven
deafened cats with bilateral cochlear implants that
were used as part of a larger study of single-unit
responses in the IC. In these animals, we studied the
effect of interaural electrode pairing on the BIC
waveform. Parallel recordings at 16–32 sites along the
tonotopic axis of IC were made in four of these
animals to characterize the spatial patterns of neural
activation in the auditory CNS with different intra-
cochlear stimulating electrodes. Best interaural elec-
trode pairings were determined with the evoked
responses by finding the interaural electrode pairs
that produced the largest BIC amplitude given
equivalent strength stimuli. Interaural electrode
pairings were also assigned based on the degree of
alignment of neural activation patterns in the IC for
individual stimulus electrodes. We compare interau-
ral pairings determined with both methods and
analyze the correlation between BIC amplitude and
neural distance along the tonotopic axis of the IC.

EVOKED POTENTIALS

Typical monaural EABR, binaural EABR, and BIC
waveforms are shown in Figure 1. While increasing
stimulus intensity increases the amplitude and
decreases the latency of these waveforms, latencies
were calculated for stimuli at a standard intensity that
evoked a monaural EABR amplitude of 1.5–2.0 mV.
Mean results are shown in Table 1 for stimulation of
25 interaurally matched electrode pairs in seven
animals (see below for method to find interaural
electrode matches). The mean latency of the peak of
Wave 4 of the EABR was about 2.6 ms for both bin-
aural and monaural stimulations. The BIC (Fig. 1D)
consisted of a single biphasic wave with a trough
followed by a peak occurring at latencies of 2.6 and
3.1 ms, respectively. The trough of the BIC is
synchronous with Wave 4 of the (monaural or
binaural) EABR, whereas the peak of the BIC occurs
about 0.5 ms later. This pattern of relative latencies is
similar to that found for acoustic stimulation with

clicks in normal-hearing cats (Caird et al. 1985;
Melcher 1996) (Note that Melcher_s polarity conven-
tion for the BIC is opposite from ours).

Effects of overall stimulus level and interaural
level difference on EABR and BIC amplitudes

EABR amplitude always grew monotonically with
stimulus level regardless of electrode position in the
scala tympani and electrode configuration (e.g.,
bipolar and monopolar). Mean amplitudes for bin-
aural EABR, monaural EABR, and BIC are shown for
bipolar stimulation as a function of monaural stimu-
lus intensity in Figure 3A. Left and right monaural
EABR amplitudes are overlapping, whereas binaural
EABR is greater and BIC amplitude is smaller than
the monaural EABR. The rate of growth of EABR
amplitude with level was analyzed for each monaural
EABR curve by computing the slope of a straight line
fitted to the suprathreshold portion of the curve by
the least squares method (mean R2 = 0.94, n = 105).
While thresholds varied between electrodes and
animals, with the more apical electrode generally
having lower thresholds, the rates of growth of EABR
amplitude with level only depended on electrode
configuration, not on location of stimulation along
the cochlear partition. Rates of EABR growth
for monopolar electrode configurations (fitted
slope = 0.82 T 0.31 mV/dB) were typically more than
twice larger than those for bipolar configurations
(fitted slope = 0.21 T 0.11 mV/dB) (Fig. 3B). A two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the effects of elec-
trode number and electrode configuration on the
slopes of monaural EABR curves confirms the sig-
nificant effect of electrode configuration [bipolar vs
monopolar, F(1,102) = 30.4, p G 0.001] and the lack of
a significant effect of location of stimulation along the
cochlear partition [F(1,102) = 0.08, p = 0.77]. There
was no significant interaction between electrode
position and electrode configuration [F(1,102) =
3.17, p = 0.07].

EABR responses were also measured as a function
of interaural level difference (ILD). For these mea-
surements, the mean binaural level was held constant

TABLE 1

Latencies of Wave 4 of the EABR and BIC (meanT1 SD)

EABR wave Mean latency (ms)

Binaural Wave 4 (peak) 2.58T0.08
Monaural Wave 4 (peak) 2.59T0.08
BIC trough 2.58T0.14
BIC peak 3.11T0.08

Data are for 25 matched interaural electrodes in seven animals.
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by changing the level in each ear in equal decibel
steps in opposite directions. While monaural EABR
amplitudes grow with increasing intensity in each ear,
the BIC amplitude is maximal for a given ILD and
falls for ILDs in either direction (Fig. 3C). The ILD
that produces the maximum BIC amplitude generally
corresponded to intensities in each ear that pro-
duced similar monaural EABR amplitudes, typically a
fixed number of decibels above threshold. Thus, the
BIC amplitude peaks when the stimuli in each ear are
at the same Beffective^ intensity. With acoustic stim-
ulation in normal-hearing humans, the BIC ampli-
tude peaks for click stimuli that are centered in the
head (Furst et al. 1985; Riedel and Kollmeier 2002).
For clicks that are presented simultaneously (zero
ITD), this occurs when they are the same level in
both ears (ILD = 0 dB).

Finding the BIC amplitude for binaurally
balanced stimuli

Because the BIC amplitude is highly dependent on
the intensities in both ears, we needed to find a way
to make fair comparisons of BIC amplitude across
different interaural electrode pairings. Assuming that
monaural stimuli that produce equal amplitude
EABRs have the same Beffective^ stimulus strength,
we first found stimulus intensities that elicited the
same monaural EABR amplitude and used these
intensities in each ear to measure the BIC. The
procedure for finding binaurally balanced stimuli is
shown in Figure 4A for an example of interaural
electrode pair. The intensities for each ear were first
picked by measuring monaural EABR amplitude as a
function of level and finding the stimulus intensity

that evoked an EABR amplitude of 1.5–2.0 mV. One
ear was designated the Bfixed^ ear, and its intensity
was held constant during subsequent EABR measure-
ments, whereas the intensity in the opposite ear
(Bvaried^ ear) was varied over a small range of
intensities (usually five 0.5 dB steps covering a range
of 2 dB) around the intensity that evoked a similar
EABR amplitude as in the fixed ear. For the example
in Figure 4A, the right ear intensity is fixed at 5 dB re
1 mA, and the right EABR amplitude is therefore
constant. The EABR amplitude for monaural stimu-
lation of the left ear increases gradually as the left-ear
intensity is varied from 7 to 9 dB re 1 mA. Unlike the
case when the mean binaural level is fixed, for which
BIC functions peak at a given ILD, here, the BIC
increases with increasing level in the varied ear
because the mean binaural level is also increasing.
The intensity at which the monaural EABR functions
cross is assumed to be the intensity for the Bvaried^
ear that matches the effective stimulus strength of the
Bfixed^ ear. Monaural EABR and BIC amplitudes are
interpolated by linear regression (solid lines in
Fig. 4A), and the BIC amplitude is estimated at the
matching intensity of 7.9 dB (purple arrow).

The above procedure was repeated for five differ-
ent electrodes in the Bvaried^ ear, whereas the
electrode and stimulus level in the Bfixed^ ear was
unchanged to measure BIC amplitude as a function
of interaural electrode offset. Figure 4B plots the BIC
amplitude for all five pairings between electrode #3
in the Bfixed^ ear and each of the five electrodes in
the Bvaried^ ear. This curve is called a BIC–electrode
function. For the example in Figure 4B, the BIC
amplitude is maximal for electrode #3 in the Bvaried^
ear which corresponds to an interaural offset of zero
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electrodes. This result is consistent with our goal of
achieving the same depths of insertion of the
electrode array in the two cochleae.

Dependence of BIC amplitude on interaural
electrode offset

The BIC amplitude was measured for various inter-
aural electrode pairings to test the hypothesis that
Bmatched^ interaural electrode pairs produce greater
BIC amplitude than Bunmatched^ pairings. As de-
scribed in the previous section, BIC amplitude was
measured for stimulation at a constant cochlear
position and stimulus intensity in one Bfixed^ ear,

whereas the cochlear place of stimulation was system-
atically varied along the intracochlear array in the
other Bvaried^ ear. For each cochlear position, the
stimulus intensity in the Bvaried^ ear was adjusted so
as to produce balanced stimulation. In total, 25 BIC–
electrode functions were measured in seven animals
(Table 2). Across the entire set of BIC–electrode
curves, the mean monaural EABR amplitude T 1 SD
was 1.72 T 0.23 mV. The mean differenceT 1 SD be-
tween the intensity in the Bfixed^ ear and the matching
intensity in the Bvaried^ ear was _1.1 T 4.5 dB re 1 mA.
Although in the example of Figure 4 the varied ear was
the left one, this was not always the case (6/25 curves
were measured with left ear fixed).
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FIG. 4. Estimating the BIC amplitude for matching stimulus strength in interaural electrode pairs. (A) Monaural EABR and BIC amplitudes are
measured for a fixed intensity in the right ear (5 dB re 1 mA) and a range of intensities in the left ear (points fit with linear regression). The left-
and right-ear intensities are considered matched when they evoke the same monaural EABR amplitude (7.9 dB in left ear, dashed black line).
The BIC amplitude for this interaural electrode pair is measured for the matched intensities (purple arrow). The noise floor of the measurements
is indicated by gray shading. (B) BIC amplitude as a function of the active electrode in the left ear, with the right-ear stimulation fixed at BP 3.
The BIC amplitude measured in panel A was for the interaural electrode pair right BP 3 and left BP 4 (purple point). The same-level matching
procedure was repeated for five different bipolar electrode locations in the left ear.

TABLE 2

Breakdown of BIC–electrode data by animal

Animal number Configurations tested Number of BIC–electrode curves
Interaural electrode
offset based on BIC Does BIC predict a consistent offset?

23 BP, BP+1 5 0 Yes (5/5 same)
24 BP 1 0 N/A (only 1 meas.)
25 BP 3 0 Yes (3/3 same)
28 BP, MP 3 0 Yes (3/3 same)
30 BP, MP 7 0 Almost (6/7 same)
32 BP 2

_
1 Yes (2/2 same)

34 BP 4
_
1, 0, 1, 1 No (3 different offsets)

BP=bipolar, MP=monopolar.
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The entire set of measured BIC–electrode func-
tions is shown in Figure 5A, with BIC amplitude
normalized so that each function peaks at 1. Each
panel shows all the measured BIC–electrode func-
tions for a given fixed active electrode in the array.
Data from all animals as well as all electrode
configurations are included. Black lines indicate
individual BIC–electrode functions, whereas the
thick purple line shows the mean curve. In general,
the BIC amplitude peaks at a location that is highly
dependent on the cochlear location of stimulation in
the Bfixed^ ear. The peak usually occurs for inter-
aural electrode pairings with the same number (zero
electrode offsets), which corresponds to electrodes at

the same approximate insertion depth. Figure 5B
shows all BIC–electrode curves as a function of
interaural electrode offset. Most of the curves peak
at zero, and the mean curve (thick purple line) is
fairly symmetric. On average, an interaural offset of
two electrodes (T1.5 mm) is required to reduce the
BIC amplitude by 50%. Figure 5C shows a histogram
of the interaural electrode offsets of the BIC peaks. A
large majority of curves (19/25) peak at an interaural
electrode offset of zero. In no case does the offset
exceed T1 interaural electrode distance (T0.75 mm).

In six of the seven animals, BIC–electrode functions
were measured for several electrode locations in the
fixed ear (see Table 2). In such cases, one would
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expect all the interaural electrode offsets that maxi-
mize BIC amplitude to be consistent with each other
because the spacing of the electrodes in each intra-
cochlear array is constant at 0.75 mm and the
electrode array is relatively rigid. Indeed, all best
interaural electrode matches based on the peak of
BIC–electrode curves were in agreement with each
other for four of six animals, representing 13/24 BIC–
electrode curves (Animal #24 is omitted because only
one BIC–electrode curve was measured). For the first
of the two remaining animals (#30), six of the seven
measurements were consistent with each other. In the
last animal (#34), three of the four measurements
indicated inconsistent interaural electrode alignments
that differed by as much as two interelectrode
distances. The inconsistent interaural electrode offsets
in this animal may be due to an unusually low signal-
to-noise ratio of the BIC measurements or to actual
differences in the best offsets. Asymmetries in implan-
tation (as might occur with a bent array in one ear) or
cross-turn activation of the auditory nerve are possible
reasons for differing offsets at different cochlear
locations in the same animal. In three animals,
interaural electrode matches were made for different
electrode configurations (monopolar, bipolar, etc.)
that were tested. For 14 of these 15 cases, interaural
electrode offsets were consistent within animals re-
gardless of electrode configuration. Overall, the
electrode offsets estimated by maximizing the BIC
amplitude are highly consistent in each animal, giving

some evidence for the validity of the method. A more
direct test of the method for achieving interaural
electrode matches is provided in the next section.

INFERIOR COLLICULUS RECORDINGS

Topographic neural response patterns elicited by the
various intracochlear electrodes were measured along
the tonotopic axis of the IC in four of the seven
animals studied with evoked potentials. This was done
to directly test the hypothesis that matched interaural
electrode pairs as assessed by the BIC method activate
maximally overlapping neural populations. Figure 6A
shows the orientation of the 16-channel recording
probe in the IC, and the presumed tonotopic
organization in the central nucleus of the IC with
low- to high-CF neurons arranged from dorsal–lateral
to ventral–medial (Merzenich and Reid 1974). In one
normal-hearing animal, acoustic response maps were
measured for pure tones with logarithmically spaced
frequencies presented at several intensities. The
acoustic response maps were recorded (16 sites at a
time) as a function of depth from the surface of the
IC, and the CF was estimated at each location. More
than 16 IC sites were sampled by moving the
recording probe to three different depths. As
expected from similar measurements for this trajec-
tory through the IC (Merzenich and Reid 1974;
Snyder et al. 1990; Snyder et al. 2004), Figure 6B
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FIG. 6. Acoustic tonotopy of the inferior colliculus. (A) Diagram showing the angle of penetration of the silicon probe into the IC. The probe is
in the coronal plane, 45- from vertical so that the trajectory is from dorsolateral to ventromedial, parallel to the tonotopic arrangement of CFs in
the central nucleus of the IC. With this electrode trajectory, low-CF neurons are located at shallow depths from the surface of the IC, and high-
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probe positions are combined to cover the entire depth of the IC.
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shows that CF progresses monotonically as a function
of recording depth and covers virtually the entire
range of hearing over a 4-mm range.

For electric stimulation, the recording probe was
fixed at a single position relatively deep in the IC so
as to sample higher frequency regions most likely to

be stimulated by our electrode arrays, and responses
at each of the 16 probe sites were characterized.
Example neural spatial response patterns are shown
in Figure 7A for bipolar stimulation of the contralat-
eral ear. Each panel shows the spatial response
pattern for electric stimulation at a single cochlear
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position. From left to right, the panels progress from
the most apical cochlear stimulation (BP 1) to the
most basal stimulation (BP 7). Within each panel,
color indicates the magnitude of the neural response
as a function of IC depth (horizontal axis) and
stimulus intensity (vertical axis). As stimulus intensity
increases, the width of the response pattern increases,
indicating a broadening of the neural population
excited by the more intense stimuli. Moreover, basal-
ward shifts in the cochlear position of stimulation
produce neural response patterns with loci at deeper
locations in the IC, consistent with the tonotopic map.

The location of the peak of the neural response
patterns was used to quantify the relative position of
the response along the tonotopic axis of IC. For each
stimulus configuration, the peak of the neural re-
sponse pattern was estimated at the same stimulus
intensity used for the BIC measurements. Figure 7B
shows the smoothed spatial profiles at fixed intensi-
ties derived from the spatial response patterns in
Figure 7A. The stimulus intensities are the same as
used for the BIC–electrode measurements and are
indicated by horizontal white lines in Figure 7A.
While the widths and shapes of each spatial profile in
Figure 7B are different, the locations of the activation
peaks from this example show an orderly progression
to increased depths in the IC for more basal
stimulation of the cochlea (Fig. 7C).

Interaural alignment of IC activation patterns

The location of the peak response of IC activation
patterns was used to compare neural activation

patterns produced by different interaural electrode
pairs. The distance between the response peaks from
each electrode in an interaural pair measures the
degree of alignment between their respective neural
activation patterns and is referred to as the Bneural
distance^. Figure 8A illustrates how the neural
distance is measured between the neural activation
patterns produced by stimulation at one cochlear
location (BP 2) in the Bfixed^ ipsilateral ear and at
several cochlear locations in the Bvaried^ contralater-
al ear. This figure also shows that the widths of the
spatial patterns of IC activation are similar for
ipsilateral and contralateral stimulations. The neural
distance is plotted as a function of stimulus electrode
in the Bvaried^ ear in Figure 8B. The electrode in the
Bfixed^ ear (BP 2) is indicated by the arrow. The best
interaural electrode match corresponds to the mini-
mum of the neural distance. For this particular
example, the neural distance is minimal when the
Bvaried^ electrode is BP 2, corresponding to a zero
interaural electrode offset.

When interaural electrode matches were made for
several fixed electrodes in the same animal, the
question arises as to whether these matches are
consistent with each other, as would be expected for
rigid electrode arrays. A total of 16 neural distance
curves were measured in four animals. In 3/4 animals,
best electrode matches based on the minimum of the
neural distance functions had mostly consistent offsets
(10/12 consistent measurements). The remaining
animal (#34) had inconsistent offsets based on neural
distance (three different offsets with four measure-
ments, differing by as much as two interelectrode
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distances). This is the same animal that has inconsis-
tent interaural electrode matches based on the BIC.

Comparison of interaural alignments based
on EABR and IC activation patterns

The distance between neural activation peaks was
measured for all of the interaural electrode pairings
tested with evoked potentials for four of the seven
animals in which BIC–electrode curves were mea-
sured. Figure 9A shows the BIC–electrode function
for the same animal and configuration as for the IC
data shown in Figure 8. The neural distance function
from Figure 8B is replotted in Figure 9B with the
vertical axis inverted. The shapes of the BIC–elec-

trode curve and the corresponding neural distance
function are strikingly similar. The maximum BIC
amplitude and the minimum neural distance both
occur at the same place, and thus an interaural
electrode match based on either measurement would
be the same (i.e., electrode #2 in the Bvaried^ ear
matches electrode #2 in the fixed ear).

The relationship between interaural electrode
alignments based on evoked potentials and neural
activation patterns in the IC is examined by plotting
normalized BIC amplitude against neural distance
measured with the same stimulus configurations in
the same animals (Fig. 9C). Note that Figure 9A, B
contributes five points to Figure 9C. Across the entire
set of data, normalized BIC amplitude and neural
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distance are negatively correlated, with normalized
BIC amplitude tending to be large when neural
distance is small. Nearly 60% of the variance
(R2 = 0.58) in BIC amplitude can be accounted for
by a decaying exponential fit to the data (BIC ¼
0:86 e�nd=700 þ 0:09, where nd is the neural distance
in micrometers). An exponential curve was chosen
because it approximates the predicted dependence
of the electric potential with distance along the
cochlea for simple transmission line models of the
cochlea (Black and Clark 1980).

Figure 9D shows a histogram of the differences
between interaural electrode matches based on
maximum BIC amplitude and those based on mini-
mum neural distance in IC. The matched interaural
pairs are in agreement for the majority of cases (11/
16 fixed electrodes in four animals). The difference
between interaural electrode matches with the two
methods never exceeds two electrodes (1.5 mm in
the cochlea). Most of the inconsistencies between the
two methods (3/5 of interaural pairs not in agree-
ment) came from the same animal (#34) that had
inconsistent interaural electrode offsets with both the
BIC and the neural distance metrics. Both cases
where the disagreement reached two electrodes also
came from this same animal.

COMPARISON OF BIPOLAR
AND MONOPOLAR STIMULATIONS

So far, our analyses have grouped all the data
together regardless of electrode configuration. This
was true for both the dependence of BIC amplitude
on interaural electrode separation and the spatial

patterns of neural activation in IC. A large number of
studies of auditory neurons have provided evidence
that bipolar stimulation produces more restricted
patterns of activity along the tonotopic axis than
monopolar stimulation (Merzenich and White 1977;
van den Honert and Stypulkowski 1987; Snyder et al.
1990; Kral et al. 1998; Bierer and Middlebrooks 2002;
Snyder et al. 2004). Here, we compare the spatial
selectivity of both BIC–electrode functions and IC
activation patterns for bipolar and monopolar elec-
trode configurations. Our results suggest a slightly
different interpretation of the differences between
bipolar and monopolar stimulus than previous studies.

Dependence of BIC amplitude on interaural
electrode offset

The second column of Table 2 lists the electrode
configurations tested in each animal. Selectivity of
BIC–electrode functions was analyzed by plotting
normalized BIC amplitude as a function of the
absolute value of the cochlear distance from the
peak in the BIC–amplitude curves (i.e., BIC–elec-
trode curves are shifted so that they peak at an offset
of zero as in Fig. 5B). Figure 10A, B shows the
decrease in BIC amplitude with increased interaural
electrode offset for bipolar and monopolar stimula-
tions, respectively. On average, BIC amplitude falls to
50% of its peak value at an offset of about two
electrodes (õ1.5 mm cochlear distance) for both
bipolar and monopolar stimulations. Figure 10C
shows that, contrary to expectations, the mean BIC
amplitudes depend similarly on interaural electrode
offset for both electrode configurations. A two-way
ANOVA with electrode configuration and interaural
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cochlear offset as factors confirms that, while elec-
trode offset has a significant effect on normalized
BIC amplitude [F(1,107) = 193, p G 0.001], there is no
significant effect of electrode configurations
[F(1,107) = 0.00, p = 0.99] and no significant interaction
between offset and configuration [F(1,107) = 0.02,
p = 0.28]. This result suggests that, at the stimulus levels
tested, bipolar and monopolar stimulations produce
similarly selective neural activity in binaurally sensitive
brainstem auditory neurons.

Spatial extent of neural activation patterns in IC

To more directly test the hypothesis that the spatial
widths of neural excitation produced by bipolar and
monopolar stimulations may be comparable, neural
response patterns recorded in the IC of three animals
were analyzed separately for the two configurations.
Responses to monaural electric stimulation were
recorded at multiple sites along the tonotopic axis
of the IC for several stimulus intensities as previously
shown in Figure 7A for bipolar stimulation. For each
stimulus intensity and stimulating electrode configu-
ration, we determined both the peak response
amplitude over all IC recording sites and the spatial
extent of the response at half the peak amplitude
(the Bhalfwidth^). Figure 11A shows the mean peak
response amplitude as a function of intensity sepa-
rately for bipolar and monopolar configurations. The
mean is taken over all animals and locations of the
active electrode. The monopolar response grows faster
than the bipolar response by about a factor of 2,
consistent with the growth of EABR in Figure 3B.
However, mean halfwidths (Fig. 11B) are comparable
for the two electrode configurations for intensities up
to 5 dB above threshold. For higher intensities,

halfwidth is greater for monopolar stimulation than
bipolar stimulation. A two-way ANOVA on halfwidth,
with intensity and electrode configuration as factors,
reveals a significant effect of intensity [F(1,236) = 67.3,
p G 0.001], no significant effect of electrode con-
figuration [F(1,236) = 1.67, p = 0.19], and a significant
interaction between intensity and electrode con-
figuration [F(1,236) = 8.24, pG 0.01]. This interaction
suggests that electrode configuration has an effect on
halfwidth only for certain intensities. Restricting the
two-way ANOVA to intensities between 0 and 5 dB re
threshold shows only a significant influence of in-
tensity [F(1,184) = 21.6, pG 0.001] on halfwidth, with
no significant effect of electrode configuration
[F(1,184) = 0.01, p = 0.98] nor interaction between
configuration and intensity [F(1,184) = 0.01, p = 0.94].

In an effort to compensate for the difference in
growth of responses as a function of intensity for the
two configurations, halfwidth is replotted as a func-
tion of the peak response amplitude in Figure 11C.
Over the range of response amplitudes that overlap
between bipolar and monopolar stimulations, the
widths of the responses are comparable. These results
indicate that, while neural response patterns are wider
with monopolar stimulation than with bipolar stimu-
lation for intensities well above threshold, widths are
comparable at lower intensities and are similar at
intensities that elicit the same response amplitude.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated a novel method, first sug-
gested by Pelizzone et al. (1990), which uses evoked
potentials for finding the relative positions of bilat-
erally implanted intracochlear electrodes and assign-
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ing interaural electrode matches. The BIC of the
EABR was found to be maximal for stimuli presented
at interaural pairs of electrodes in the same intra-
cochlear position when stimulus strength was bal-
anced. Neural response maps in the IC support the
hypothesis that BIC-matched interaural electrode
pairs stimulate maximally aligned populations of
neurons in the auditory CNS.

The presence and characteristics of the BIC
response with bilateral electric stimulation of the
cochlea are significant findings in this study. Similar
to acoustic stimulation in normal-hearing cats (Caird
et al. 1985; Melcher 1996), the EABR Wave 4 and the
trough of the BIC waveform are synchronous with
bilateral electric stimulation of interaurally matched
electrodes (Table 1). As with acoustic stimulation in
cats (Sontheimer et al. 1985) and humans (Furst
et al. 1985; Riedel and Kollmeier 2002), the BIC
amplitude decreases by introducing an ILD with
electric stimulation (Fig. 3C). The BIC amplitude
also decreases with increasing interaural electrode
separation (Fig. 5), suggesting that the BIC reflects
binaural interactions occurring between specific
tonotopic channels. This orderly behavior of the
BIC suggests that the binaural circuits of the brain-
stem work normally in response to electric stimula-
tion in an acutely deafened animal preparation.

Variability of thresholds and using EABR
amplitude to match stimulus strength

An important aspect of measuring meaningful BIC–
electrode curves in this study was adjusting stimulus
levels at each intracochlear electrode so that the
stimuli have similar effective strengths at both ears.
This is not trivial with cochlear implants because
thresholds can vary substantially between electrodes
and ears by as much as 20 dB (Pfingst and Xu 2004).
In acutely deafened animals such as ours, variability
of threshold is presumably due primarily to the
different positioning of the stimulating electrodes
relative to the excitable neural elements. In our
experiments, the intracochlear electrode array was
often repositioned if initial tests of threshold were
deemed too high. This was done by pushing the array
closer to the modiolus with cotton that filled the space
toward the lateral wall of the scala tympani and
resulted in lowered thresholds. We assumed that
stimuli presented at different cochlear positions have
the same effective stimulus strength when they evoke
the same Wave-4 amplitude in the EABR. While it is
not known whether this method results in perceptual-
ly loudness-balanced stimuli, it was effective for getting
consistent results in the BIC–electrode measurements.

While our BIC-based method for making interau-
ral electrode matches appears to work well, the

careful level balancing it requires may make it too
time-consuming for clinical use. If such a method was
adopted in humans who cannot make accurate
loudness judgments, such as infants, there may not
be enough time to measure the BIC for multiple
intensities in the Bvaried^ ear in an attempt to
balance stimulus level across the two ears. To address
this issue, we repeated the BIC–electrode curve
analysis using only the data from a single intensity
for each electrode in the Bvaried^ ear. This intensity
was chosen to evoke an EABR amplitude of approx-
imately 1.5–2.0 mV, as done for the Bfixed^ ear, based
on measurements of monaural EABR amplitude as a
function of level using relatively coarse steps (2 dB).
We found that the interaural electrode offsets
obtained by the abbreviated method matched those
obtained by the full method for 20/25 BIC–electrode
curves measured. The remaining 5/25 offsets dif-
fered by at most a single electrode from those
predicted with the full procedure. Thus, the abbrevi-
ated method for making interaural electrode
matches based on the BIC would take significantly
less time than the full method at the cost of an
increased error rate of about 20%. The abbreviated
method still requires a relatively time-consuming
measurement of monaural EABR as a function of
level to choose an appropriate intensity for each
electrode. Because determination of electrode thresh-
old is already a requirement for programming the
speech processor, the method might be further ex-
pedited by measuring the BIC at a fixed level above
threshold for each electrode in an interaural pairing.
For patients where behavioral thresholds are unavail-
able, threshold may be based on electrically evoked
compound action potential or EABR measurements
(Gordon et al. 2004).

Topographic neural response maps in the IC

Several studies have measured neural activity at
multiple sites along the tonotopic axis of IC and
auditory cortex in response to monaural stimulation
through a cochlear implant (Snyder et al. 1990;
Bierer and Middlebrooks 2002; Middlebrooks and
Bierer 2002; Snyder et al. 2004). In these studies, the
spike rate of multiunit activity was used to define
spatial activation patterns with various intracochlear
electrode positions and configurations. Here, we
used RMS amplitude of the averaged response to
assess the combined response strength of both local
field potentials and synchronous multiunit activity at
each recording site. Using RMS amplitude resulted in
more consistent measurements across recording sites
that were less influenced by well-isolated single units
present at a minority of the probe sites. This analysis
was also chosen because the RMS metric closely
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parallels the continuous increase in response ampli-
tude with increasing stimulus intensity seen in the
EABR, which is generated from the synchronous
activity of many neurons (Fig. 2). Because the IC
has a prominent tonotopic organization, this metric
was appropriate for characterizing the place and
spread of neural activity for different intracochlear
electrodes and configurations. However, recordings
of multiunits and local field potentials did not show
any significant modulation with the ITD of pulse
stimuli, whereas ITD sensitivity was seen in the
majority of well-isolated IC single units in the same
animals (unpublished observations). Thus, the RMS
metric was good for the purpose of comparing spatial
activity patterns in the IC but not for characterizing
ITD sensitivity of IC neurons.

One limitation of our approach is that the spatial
resolution of the recording probe along the tono-
topic axis of the IC was restricted to 100–150 mm. In
practice, the location of the peak response could be
estimated with greater spatial precision by cubic
spline interpolation of the spatial response profile.
A simplification made in the comparison of neural
activation patterns across ears is that only the relative
locations of the response peaks were taken into
account and not the shapes of the response patterns.
Consideration of the shape of the response patterns
may be important for irregularly shaped or asymmet-
ric response patterns sometimes observed in our data.

Comparisons of bipolar and monopolar
stimulations

An unexpected result was the comparable spatial
selectivity of BIC–electrode curves with bipolar and
monopolar stimulations for stimulus levels within
5 dB of threshold. Neurophysiological studies with
cochlear implants have almost universally reported
that monopolar stimulation is relatively broad and
provides less spatial selectivity in its activation pat-
terns compared to bipolar stimulation (Merzenich
and White 1977; van den Honert and Stypulkowski
1987; Kral et al. 1998; Rebscher et al. 2001; Bierer
and Middlebrooks 2002; Snyder et al. 2004).

An obvious methodological difference is that our
BIC measurements specifically represent the activity
of binaurally sensitive neurons, whereas previous
studies measured activation patterns elicited by
monaural stimulation. These studies typically com-
pared widths of excitation between different elec-
trode configurations at a fixed level above threshold
(e.g., 6 dB). When analyzed in this way, our monaural
IC data also show broader activation patterns with
monopolar stimulation than with bipolar stimulation.
However, when spatial width of excitation in IC is

plotted against peak response amplitude (Fig. 10C),
both electrode configurations show similar spreads of
activity over the range where the peak amplitudes
overlap. This observation suggests that the critical
difference between our study and others is not the
use of binaural stimulation versus monaural stimula-
tion but rather the differing methods for setting
stimulus levels in the two configurations. Rather than
using a fixed level above threshold, we adjusted
stimulus level for each electrode configuration so
that the EABR amplitude would remain constant.
Because EABR amplitude grows more steeply with
intensity for monopolar stimulation than for bipolar
stimulation (Fig. 3B), we effectively used lower
stimulus levels re threshold in the monopolar condi-
tion. Similarly, recent psychophysical studies have
shown that spatial patterns of forward masking in
human implant subjects are comparable between
bipolar and monopolar stimulations when loudness
is balanced between configurations (Kwon and van
den Honert 2006). It may be that stimulus config-
urations and intensities that produce very broad
excitation, as often used in physiological experi-
ments, would result in an uncomfortably loud
percept and thus would be avoided in clinical
implant settings. Another possible explanation for
our relatively selective monopolar stimulation (in
comparison to the results of Snyder et al. 2004) is
that we pushed the intracochlear electrodes against
the modiolus with cotton to minimize thresholds by
decreasing the distance between the electrodes and
the excitable neural tissue. More narrow spatial
patterns of excitation for monopolar stimulation
may be a direct result of this decrease in distance or
alternatively could be related to the presence of
space-filling cotton, which may have reduced shunt-
ing current exiting the scala tympani through the
round window (Whiten 2006).

We commonly saw a sudden, rapid expansion of
the width of excitation in the IC at higher intensities
(95 dB re threshold) with monopolar stimulation
(Fig. 11B). This was not observed with bipolar
stimulation, which maintained relatively good spatial
tuning over the range of intensities tested. This
difference may provide an explanation for psycho-
physical results in cochlear implant subjects showing
that decreases in speech perception scores at high
levels are more common with monopolar stimulation
than with bipolar stimulation (Franck et al. 2003).

Potential use in human subjects

Methods that have been used to match interaural
electrodes with bilateral cochlear implants include
psychophysical tests of pitch matching (van Hoesel
and Clark 1997; Long et al. 2003) and binaural fusion
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(Eddington 2005). These are subjective measurements
that do not always predict interaural electrode pair-
ings giving the best ITD JNDs (Long et al. 2003) and
are impractical in pediatric subjects. Another potential
method is the use of radiographic imaging to measure
the exact location of each electrode (Kos et al. 2005).

Our results with evoked potentials and neural re-
sponse patterns in the IC suggest that evoked poten-
tials can effectively be used to find the relative position
of bilaterally implanted intracochlear electrode arrays.
The method based on BIC amplitude to find interaural
electrode matches needs to be tested in adult humans
where comparisons can be made with psychophysical
methods. The existence of a BIC has already been
reported in one bilateral implant subject (Pelizzone et
al. 1990), so the method should be feasible in
humans. In a study of normal-hearing newborns, the
BIC waveform was detectable in over half of the babies
tested with acoustic clicks (Furst et al. 2004), suggest-
ing that the required binaural brainstem circuits are
in place at birth and that BIC amplitude might also be
useful in matching interaural electrodes in bilaterally
implanted infants (as young as 9–12 months). This
would assist in the assignment of frequency–electrode
maps so that stimulation in each ear is tonotopically
aligned, which potentially could improve the proper
development of spatial hearing and binaural fusion of
speech in congenitally deaf individuals.
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